EDCO Products Inc.

Product quality and innovation is at the heart of everything that we do - always has been, always will be. Since 1946, EDCO has manufactured the building industry’s most extensive line of maintenance-free exterior products. With a relentless dedication to quality and service, our products are designed and built to stand the test of time.

EDCO has become synonymous with inspiring style, unmatched durability and impeccable quality. Millions of homeowners have trusted EDCO to protect their most valuable assets - their home and family. Find out more about us at edcoproducts.com.

EDCO Warranty Plus
Gives you peace of mind today and into the future.

All warranties are not created equal. Be sure to read the fine print of any product you are considering. We back every one of our products with the best warranty in the industry. At EDCO, we manufacture all of our products here in the U.S.A. and we stand behind our quality to ensure our customers are completely satisfied with their purchase.

EDCO PVC-Coated steel siding products carry a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty with hail and fade protection. The warranty is also transferable if the owner sells.

From residential to light commercial applications, EDCO’s shake roofing products are commonly used for sidewall applications. They provide a clean, distinctive look that accents the design and enhances the curb appeal of your project.

EDCO’s roofing products are designed and manufactured to withstand harsh weather conditions. These panels are backed by EDCO’s limited lifetime warranty.

Sidewall Applications
Put the same durability into your home accents.
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Siding: D4 Timber
Gables: D4 Timber
Soffit and Fascia: Antique Parchment
Commercial Applications


Commercial projects featuring EDCO’s steel exterior building materials offer a distinct style. From roofing to siding, as well as soffit, fascia and trim, we have products that meet all of your design needs.

EDCO’s steel roofing and siding meet national and local building construction standards and are 100% recyclable.

We back our products with industry leading warranties. Our products are backed with a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty that includes materials and labor.

Roofing: Copper HD
Siding: D4 Timber
Gables: D4 Timber
Soffit and Fascia: Antique Parchment

Why Specify Steel Siding or Roofing?

Style and Quality that Lasts a Lifetime

Unmatched Lifetime Warranty
• Our roofing and siding offer a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty that includes material and labor.

Durable
• The durability of our materials result in no chipping, peeling or flaking.

Proprietary Finish for Siding
• Utilizes the ENTEX cool chemistry paint technology which won’t chip, crack or peel, and can also reduce energy costs.

Distinctive Style
• Achieve a stunning, natural look with our Enduragrain embossed siding.

Clean Appearance
• Steel siding can be installed without nail heads exposed to the outside of your home. In addition, seams are lapped.

Safe to Use
• When cutting steel panels, contractors are not required to wear respirators to reduce dust exposure.

Fire Safety
• Steel siding is non-combustible which will help reduce the possibility of fire.

Virtually Maintenance-Free
• Consistent look with 30-40-year fade warranty, depending on the product.
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